
Lesson Plan #5

The Themes
of These Tunes

Audience:  Junior or senior high for contemporary music, or
late elementary ages for children’s songs

Achievements:  Exploring educational standards for English,
Creative Writing, Arts, Public Speaking skills; Identifying common
themes in song lyrics; Writing an introductory paper; Creating and
presenting an oral presentation.

Activity:   Musicians, writers and lyricists at the legendary STAX
Records on McLemore Avenue in Memphis spent hour after hour

developing themes and lyrics for some of the world’s most recognizable
songs. This activity helps individuals pay more attention to the lyrics or music and the particular message that the
author or musician is trying to convey. Looking for songs that have a common lyrical theme will help to develop
an appreciation for the craft of song writing.

Divide the group or class into teams (depending
on the total number of participants, this activity
can also be conducted as an individual
assignment). Assign each team a particular
theme, or allow teams to choose their own
musical theme. They should then conduct
research to identify three to five recognizable
songs whose lyrics center around their specific
theme. After identifying their song selections, the
teams or individuals should then develop an oral
report to present to the entire class or group.
Oral presentations should include audio of the
songs selected, and details about the songs
selected in relation to their similar or contrasting
characteristics.

Ass igned
themes

could include: animals, sports, automobiles, cities, clothes, colors, famous
people, legends, toys, games, U.S. states, historical events, food or foreign
countries. For example, a group assigned the theme of “weather” may
choose Ann Peebles’ “I Can’t Stand the Rain” or “Walkin’ In The Rain” by
Eric Clapton. For elementary-aged young people, rely on children’s songs and
nursery rhymes.

Sam & Dave team up with Isaac Hayes and The Memphis Horns at
Stax Studios to record the legendary hit, “Soul Man”.

Continue your study and exploration of Memphis’ rich musical history and heritage with an
organized field trip to the Memphis Rock ‘n’ Soul Museum. Contact our Group Tour Coordinator
today at (901) 205-2526 for tour details and available “Museum & A Meal” plans.

191 Beale Street at FedExForum
Memphis, TN  38103

(901) 205-2526


